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ABTRACT 

          This thesis is about Thomas Blair’s conflicts in Johanna Lindsey’s Brave The Wild 

Wind. It focuses on analyzing definition plot and conflict. In addition, the writer applies conflict 

that shows the type of Thomas Blair’s conflict in Johanna Lindsey’s Brave The Wild Wind 

deals with internal and external conflicts. The analysis shows that there are Thomas Blair’s 

internal conflict, and three external conflicts, with his wife, his daughter and his friend Laton 

Bowdre. Cause and effect of Thomas Blair’s conflict to his family, namely Thomas Blair 

conflict with his daughter, Thomas Blair’s conflict with his daughter happens because he wants 

to have a son and his daughter is baptized with man’s name. He has changed his daughter’s 

style as man and his teaching hoe horse to his daughter. Thomas Blair’s conflict with his wife 

when he thinks his wife makes love with his friend that actually Kate makes love with Will 

Phengle. So Thomas has divorced his wife. The thesis also analyzes Blair’s conflict effect to his 

family. His daughter is suffered from Thomas Blair’s treatment as Thomas is disappointed of 

the reality to have a girl. The effect also happens to himself that Thomas can’t control his 

emotion, he gambles and debts, finally he is killed by Laton Bowdre. Finally his daughter pays 

Thomas Blair’s debts in the Bank and his friend.  

Keywords: Thomas Blair’s internal, external conflict and Cause and effect of Thomas Blair’s 

conflict to his family. 
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